
2011 Workshop Descriptions 
 
W.1  What Makes for An Effective Literacy Coach? Using Models of the Successful Teacher-Learner to 
Construct Effective “Coachingteaching Cycles”: Practical Applications from the U.S. and Australia (E) 
 
A successful coach in any domain of expertise has two intersecting roles. One is essentially diagnostic. 
The other is the ability to design a program that best responds to the learning needs of the individual 
being coached (in our case the teacher). When the domain of expertise is literacy teaching, effective 
coaches need two kinds of expertise. First they must have a deep theoretical and pedagogical 
understanding of the “big picture” of effective literacy behavior, especially the skills, knowledge, and 
understandings which effective literacy users must control and apply. Second, they need to know how to 
set up appropriate structures, and then design appropriate teaching-learning processes that will 
promote effective teacher learning within these structures. Thus, in order to develop and deliver 
effective coaching plans, the successful literacy coach needs to know not only what a successful literacy 
classroom ‘looks like’ but also what options to choose from a multiplicity of diverse, extant theories, 
skills and practices. Such coaching plans will differ for each teacher who is being coached, both in terms 
of the stage of teacher development and context in which the coaching sessions will occur. Just how is 
this complex process enacted? What models of teacher learning best underpin and guide such a 
complex process? This workshop will share how literacy coaches from the U.S. and Australia have drawn 
on two key theoretical positions to guide and frame their work with teachers. One theory explores the 
conditions of successful classroom learning (Cambourne (1988, 1995, 2008). The other focuses of a 
theory of professional development of teachers which has at its central aim the concept of 
understanding the power of ‘co-learning’ with each other as well as colleagues in other schools (Turbill, 
1994, 2002; Kervin and Turbill 2003). These two theories intersect to provide a powerful blueprint for 
fulfilling both roles of a successful literacy coach. Case studies from US and Australian schools will be 
shared to demonstrate how these can become frameworks for others to adopt and adapt in order to 
become effective literacy coaches.  
 
W.3  Grammar in the Heart of the Writing Process 
 
Start looking at grammar with new eyes! Learn how to change the paradigm of grammar instruction 
from a deficit (find-and-correct-the-errors) model to a resource model that helps students build strong 
and interesting sentences in the revision phase of the writing process. You will learn ways to teach 
grammar engagingly, authentically, and without worksheets!  This workshop is conducted by members 
of the NCTE’s Assembly for the Teaching of English Grammar. Amy Benjamin is the author of Engaging 
Grammar: Practical Advice for Real Classrooms (NCTE, 2006). Amy Benjamin and Joan I. Berger are co-
authors of Grammar Instruction: What Really Works (Eye on Education, 2009).  
 
W.4  Weaving Web 2.0 into Teaching: Train the Trainer (E-M-S-TE) 
 
This workshop will encourage participants to infuse 21st century learning strategies, using digital tools, 
with research-based best practices for technology integration in language arts. Training materials and 
activities are adaptable to other Web 2.0 tools. The workshop is geared towards trainers or language 
arts department leaders; however, it will also benefit teachers and administrators considering or 
starting to integrate Web 2.0 tools into schools.  
 
Participants will be able to: examine how to use email, forums, and blogs as tools to increase “literate 
actions” and support 21st century learning; understand how to adapt current curriculum to 21st century 



techniques using the “wisdom of the crowd” with Web 2.0 tools and project-based learning; connect 
students globally to work on projects and share ideas; explore the ePals global community and project 
space; be equipped to conduct professional development sessions using the ePals Global Community, 
email, forums, and projects; be prepared to integrate Web 2.0 tools into their own classroom, including 
Wikipedia and other widely available resources. 
 
This workshop supports the safe school use of Web 2.0 tools (with TRUSTe certification) by supporting 
professional development efforts. Today’s educators need opportunities to explore digital tools as a 
means to investigate learning and thinking on both the global and local levels. Students are mesmerized 
by Web 2.0 tools outside of school, and we want to engage their learning in and out of school in safe 
and appropriate ways. Following this workshop, participants will understand issues and strategies so 
that their students will become active (and safe) participants in the growing Web 2.0 world. 
 
Participants should have basic computer skills and general knowledge of the Internet. They should be 
comfortable using email and reading online articles and blogs.  
 
W.5  My Story, Your Story, Our Story: Cultural Connections and Issues in Children's Literature  (E-M-C-TE) 
 
This small and intimate workshop features a panel of respected and award winning authors and 
illustrators will discuss their artistic and creative processes and the ways in which they consider issues of 
cultural authenticity as they write and illustrate  their books. Additional panel members will include 
educators who facilitate children’s responses to multiethnic literature. 
 
Cultural authenticity in children's literature is a complex and often divisive issue.   Debates about what 
defines cultural authenticity have been occurring for many years and frequently result in 
insider/outsider perspectives (Fox & Short, 2003).  In a world that is becoming increasingly global in 
nature, the complexities of what issues need to be considered when selecting high quality multiethnic 
books along with how teachers might use them in a culturally responsive manner become more 
significant.  
 
Fostering engagement with books that portray all groups accurately combined with the critical stance of 
inquiry will enhance the background and understanding of all students. This workshop will allow the 
audience members, including classroom teachers, college-level children's literature instructors, and 
others interested in children's literature, to interact in small groups with a panel of award-winning 
writers, illustrators, and teachers to delve into the issue of authenticity and explore its characteristics. 
 
W.6  Putting it Together: 12 Steps to Creating a Literary/Art Magazine (M-S-C) (Sponsored by the 
Assembly for Advisers of Student Publications/Journalism Education Association) 
 
Have questions about the how to infuse your literary magazine with the creative juice it needs to 
appropriately showcase students work? Come to this hands-
on session to explore ways to promote individualized expression. 
 
The magazine is one publication where a staff can explore the creative process and students can let their
  
imagination range from the familiar to the alternative and avant garde means of expression. In this sessi
on, we will take you through the creative process 
from material selection to the design and business end of production. 



 
W.7  Performing the Past, Informing the Future (M-S) 
 
Join facilitators from Lookingglass Theatre, Northwestern University, and Chicago Public Schools in a full 
day workshop on performance as a strategy for increasing engagement and rigor. Using canonical and 
contemporary readings that relate to issues of bullying and youth violence, workshop leaders will 
demonstrate performance approaches to teaching essential 21st century critical literacy skills.  

Through physical and intellectual engagement with a range of contemporary and canonical texts of all 
genres, including Antigone, the NFL rule book, and tweets from Cairo, teachers will have an opportunity 
to learn how texts can be used to explore vital questions about bullying and youth violence through an 
ensemble approach to responding to our past and informing our future. Teachers will learn how to help 
students process these texts through the lens of the historical and contemporary roots of civil violence 
and create a performance that speaks to the vital questions of our day. 

 
W.8  On Beyond Stonewall: Young Adult Literature with GLBTQ Content—Past, Present, and Future 
(M-S-C-TE) 
 
“On Beyond Stonewall” will chart the history, evolution, current state and future of GLBTQ literature for 
youth. The workshop will include lectures, a panel featuring leading authors in the field (including David 
Levithan, author of “Boy Meets Boy”), small and large group discussions and hands-on activities, 
including the opportunity to examine the 200+ fiction and nonfiction works that have been published 
since 1969.  
 
Participants will receive an introduction to broad themes and cultural context informing the literature. 
The latter will include an overview of the changing realities of contemporary GLBGTQ teens’ lives and 
experiences. In that same context new forms and formats of the literature (graphic novels, narrative 
nonfiction, online publications, etc.) will be examined. Handouts will include a complete bibliography of 
all titles published in this field since 1969. 
 
W.9  Youth Empowerment and Advocacy through Playwriting (G-TE) 
 
Chair: Nicole Lorenzetti, Education Project Manager, Young Playwrights Inc. 
Associate Chair: Frances McGarry, Ph.D., Education Consultant, Young Playwrights Inc. 
Consultant: Joshua Adler, Humanities Teacher, Lab Middle School for Collaborative Studies 
 
Anne Frank was a young woman caught up in history—but when she sat down at her desk with a pen 
and paper she became a human being with thoughts and feelings.  She was an ordinary girl caught up in 
extraordinary circumstances, much like many of our students today.  The collaboration between Young 
Playwrights Inc. and the Lab School explores themes in Anne Frank’s The Diary of a Young Girl that are 
relevant to the students of today, such as isolation, familial relationships, and first loves.  The 
playwriting unit taught to Mr. Adler’s students was devised using exercises from Young Playwrights Inc.’s 
curriculum that meet 21st century ELA and Humanities standards.  
 
This hands-on workshop will immerse participants into a model residency, including an introduction to 
the Diary and a final work product.  Participants will explore sample exercises, will have an opportunity 



to write, revise, and share with their peers in small groups akin to the classroom setting, and will use 
what Anne has to share with her peers as a jumping off point for exploring their own world. 
 
W.10  Our Difficult Sunlight: Poetry, Literacy, and Social Justice in K-12 Classrooms (G) 
 
This day-long workshop presents the pedagogy of the book Our Difficult Sunlight: A Guide to Poetry, 
Literacy, & Social Justice in Classrooms & Community. Paula Amaditz, retired elementary school 
principal, has said of Our Difficult Sunlight, “All teaching artists, veteran teachers who will work in 
partnership with them, and especially administrators in schools that host them should consider this a 
‘must-read’ text. Teachers will glean so much from this wonderful explanation and simple guiding 
directions. The lesson plans presented are complete and user friendly. They could be used in any school 
anywhere and make an impact.” Participants join with the  authors to examine how to develop the art of 
teaching poetry through three lenses:  Demystifying the Poem:  Poems as Tools for Comprehension and 
Expression (how poetry can increase reading comprehension and the ability to draw inference, develop 
expression in and from abstract thought, and cultivate a love of language); Poetry and Curriculum 
Connections:  Inquiry and Reflection in the Core Subjects (ways poetry may be used as a learning and 
assessment tool in core subject instruction in addition to or in tandem with English/Language Arts, such 
as studying a era of history or geographic region through the voices of the poets of that time or place, 
poetic rhyme and mathematical patterns, the observation methods of scientist and poet, etc.); Poetry 
and Diversity: Language, Emotion, and Shared Experience (social justice, differences in gender, class, and 
culture, expressed in verse, expanding one’s acceptance and world view, and issues for youth at risk).  
Each element will be examined as sections of the day in a collaborative environment designed to share 
resources and classroom activities.  The presenters will direct participants in active exercises that draw 
upon writing and expression, content and comprehension, performance and presentation and can be 
applied immediately to all levels of learning.  Participants will respond to writing prompts, examine 
poetry by nationally known writers, dialogue regarding best practices, develop lesson plan and curricular 
approaches, and contribute to a shared resource pool for teaching poetry.  Workshop exercises and 
discussions will be applicable to all levels of instruction, including community settings, and for all 
students, K-12 as well as lifelong learners.   
 
 
W.11  A "Guided Tour" of Linguistic Considerations for Teaching Literacy to English Language Learners 
 
What's a staycation?  Why are long words often easier for ELLs than short ones?  How does a child's first 
language orthography influence the way they learn to read in English?  How do those tiny but ubiquitous 
inflectional morphemes of English behave, and just how many are there, anyway?  The same features 
which make English such a captivating subject of study can make it particularly daunting for English 
language learners (ELLs). What's more, language arts teachers may, ironically, find it more difficult to 
break down and effectively organize English literacy instruction due to their own highly developed 
proficiency.  
 
Let three teacher educators from an esteemed ESL/bilingual program at a large college of education 
serve as your "tour guides" as we pass through a landscape of linguistic features of English.  We'll make 
"photo stops" at phonology, morphology, syntax, and the awe-inspiring orthography, and take leisurely 
rest stops at word formation and word play, with their lovely views and strange frolicking creatures.  
You'll find plenty of opportunity to engage with the concepts, and will be left eager to further explore 
this dazzling land.  You'll return home with new knowledge and ideas, a few chuckles, and some 
memorable stories as well.   



 
W.12  Literacy with Digital Media Technologies: Living the Future Now (G) (Sponsored by the 
Assembly on Computers in English) 
 
Through hands-on activities, group discussions, and one-on-one instruction, participants will be 
introduced to today’s digital information and communication age online and off-line applications such 
as audiocasting, screencastsing, social bookmarking services, digital video composing and more. Special 
focus will be on connecting generations around shared digital stories, teaching media literacy, and 
connecting these literacies with existing classroom objectives and practices.  
 
W.13 Teaching Literacy for Love and Wisdom: Connecting Response to Literature with Responsibility 
for Life (G) (Sponsored by the Assembly for Expanded Perspectives of Learning) 
 
Why is what we do as English teachers so often drastically underestimated, confined to the imparting of 
language skills, rather than openly encompassing the personal growth, personal connection, and sense 
of personal responsibility we know is central to what most of us in the profession seek to evoke?  This 
workshop will show ways we can more clearly teach to actualize the transformative power of literature 
for our students’ lives, turning the power of literature into the poetry of life.  It is based on Jeff Wilhelm 
and Bruce Novak’s new book Teaching Literacy for Love and Wisdom: Being the Book and Being the 
Change (Teachers College, 2011), with additional contributions from three other teacher/scholars whose 
work is featured in that book. 
 
 
 “The Experience of Aesthetic Immersion and the Ability for Growth and Transformation:   
How Literature Provides Space for Intra- and Interpersonal Exploration” 
Cristy Bruns, Chapman University, Orange CA, cristybruns@cox.net 
 
 This presentation is designed to help participants to a new understanding of why the reading of 
literature is so vital to a deep experience of life, and to help that understanding transform their teaching 
of literature.  I will relate the reading and teaching of literature to what psychoanalytic object relations 
theory calls “transitional third space”:  the provision of experiences—from playing with a teddy bear to 
reading Ulysses—that, by blurring a person’s sense of distinct boundary between the self and the world, 
serve to catalyze the renewal of the self and deepen its ways of relating to others and the world.  I will 
then share the methods and some assignments I use: first making space in the classroom for what 
actually hap-pens when students read, then inviting them to so inhabit and encouraging them to so 
befriend valued texts as to make them a part of themselves, as good friends with whom we find and 
share life—of course, including the bumps in it.  The process of becoming present and alive to literature 
helps them also become more present and alive to themselves and one another—and, of course, the 
bumps, the “teachable moments,” are often what most helps this to happen.  At the end, participants 
will write and share creative responses to Denise Levertov’s poem “Writing in the Dark,” to bring home 
these processes of expansive response.      
 
 “Creating ‘Third Space’ Learning Communities:   
Learning through Immersion in Dialogic Inquiry” 
Jeff Wilhelm, Boise State University and Rachel Bear, Boise High School, ID, rachelebear@gmail.com 
 
 This workshop follows from the previous one.  It will show how a certain kind of artful teaching 
works to create the same kind of “third space” among people directly present to one another in the 



classroom that art and literature create between implied authors (Booth, 1961; Rabinowitz & Smith, 
1998) and responsive readers.  An element of “co-poiesis”—the co-creating of life together—is 
introduced into the learning process.  And so learning itself is taken to a new existential level:  rather 
than a mere mastery of inert “subject matter,” it becomes an active, dialogic combining of minds.   
Students’ awareness of this sharing of minds in the “third space” of dialogic inquiry—space between the 
“subjective” and the “objective”—is key to what makes it both deeply pleasurable and deeply 
meaningful, in the very same way the awareness of conjoint mental experience with an implied author is 
key to the pleasure and meaning we experience through art. 
 I will take participants through the seven components that my own and others’ research has 
found to be critical to curriculum design to evoke this “third space” in classroom life, first through an 
example from my own teaching, then through a unit that participants will sketch out and share:  
 1)  Start with the interests of kids;  
 2)  Frame curriculum as a problem that engages student interests. 
3)   Fuse the personal aspects of inquiry with disciplinary concerns and knowledge. 
4)   Involve multiple parties—disciplinary experts, parents, critical friends, faculty—as speakers, co-
inquirers, and audiences for authentic products and presentations. 
5)   Sustain the learning over time. 
6)   Promote learning that leads to sharing and/or social action and actually engage in this sharing and 
social action. 
7)   Use various modes and media—popular culture, primary disciplinary materials, and student-
generated data—brought into conversation with one another. 
 
“Living Democracy in ‘Third Space’:   
Bringing King’s ‘Beloved Community’ to Life, in Our Classrooms and Beyond” 
                        Bruce Novak, Truman College, Chicago IL, brucenovak@mac.com 
 
Prospecting the coming…days,…we see…a language fann’d by the breath of [n]ature, which leaps 
overhead, cares…for what it plants and invigorates to grow….  Not having which native 
formulation…[we] will flounder about, and [our] other, however imposing, eminent greatness, prove 
merely a passing gleam; but truly having which [we] will understand [ourselves], live nobly, nobly 
contribute…. 
--Whitman, Democratic Vistas 
 
   Louise Rosenblatt’s The Reader, the Text, and the Poem ended by invoking Walt Whitman’s call 
in his Democratic Vistas for us to remake ourselves into “a nation of readers.”  This workshop will 
explore how what we do in our classrooms can be instrumental in bringing this new nation about:  by 
helping our students become responsive readers, not just of texts, but of one another.  I will share some 
of the methods and materials I use in helping students speak to, listen to, and respond to one another in 
ways that create what Martin Luther King called a “beloved community” in the classroom.  I will take 
participants through one of these activities:  the anonymous sharing of “mystery questions” about one’s 
own life, and life in general.  I will share some of my students’ personal writing in response to literature, 
to show how this same “beloved community” (what Wayne Booth (1988) called “the company we 
keep”)  is created by readers, as they take in what a variety of authors have given to their lives.  And I 
will extrapolate how this finding of small-scale beloved community with others in both the present and 
the past can become instrumental to our eventual re-creating large-scale democracy as the beloved 
community King, Whitman, Morrison, and others have believed it had the potential one day to become. 
 
Exploring the Literature of One’s Own Life through 



the Personal Creed Project 
John Creger, American High School, Fremont, CA, jcreger@jps.net 
 
 This workshop will take participants through a mini-version of the “Personal Creed Project” 
which garnered the NCTE 2001 James Moffett Award for K-12 teaching, and was published in a 2004 
volume from Heinemann.  The project helps my high school sophomores (those literally between 
“foolishness” and “wisdom”)—and has helped other students in classes from from middle-schools to 
universities—see their lives as a still-developing story of emerging values and actions, which we each 
write to some extent for ourselves.  As Erin Gruwell said at the 2010 NCTE Convention:  our beginnings 
are now beyond our control, but we can all freewrite the middles and endings to our personal stories, 
and help one another to do so, too.  This is a carefully scaffolded series of activities, but perhaps the 
best way to introduce it is as it appears on a colleague’s syllabus, adapted from my own:   
 
You can know a lot and understand very little.  –Toni Morrison 
 
 With this quote we kick off the major project of the personal leg of our course:  your Personal 
Creed Project.  One of my main hopes is that this course helps you realize the surprising way your 
experiences in life flow directly from your vision of life.  Your personal vision is like the headwaters of 
your life.  Not far downstream from your vision of life your values form, further along your viewpoints, 
then your attitudes and—only then, sometimes bobbing along from their upstream source—your 
actions.  Mine too. 
 I hope you can see how important it is for each of us to devote some care and thoughts to 
building a personal vision of life.  To serve us well, a vision of life must help us harmonize the inner 
realities of our hearts, minds, and spirits with the often conflicting outer realities of our world.  I hope 
this course—and particularly this project—will spark, or renew, your own search for a personal vision. 
 
W.14 Critical Literacy and Pedagogy: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow  (G) (Sponsored by the 
Assembly for Research and CEE Colloquium) 
 
This day-long workshop, co-sponsored by the NCTE Assembly for Research (NCTEAR) and the 
Conference on English Education (CEE), is scheduled to be held at the Hull-House Museum and features 
three sessions for K-adult literacy teachers, teacher educators, graduate students, and researchers. 
Participants will learn about (1) the legacy of Jane Addams as it applies to our work as literacy educators 
who advocate for students from marginalized groups; (2) alternative learning environments in which 
children share their personal voices and celebrate the power of their imaginations; and (3) an English 
curriculum created for adult learners honoring their  experiences as parents and workers and that 
teaches literacy skills in the context of Marxist analyses of the students' positions within the current 
political economy. 
 
Presenters include Erica Halverson and Elizabeth Levy from Barrel of Monkeys and David Schaafsma and 
Todd DeStigter from the University of Illinois—Chicago.  
 
**Participants will be invited to attend a Barrel of Monkeys performance at 7:30pm of "That's Weird, 
Grandma," a revue of popular student-authored stories. Individuals who register for this workshop will 
need to provide their own transportation to Hull House. 
 
W.15 Flash Back. Forge Ahead. (G) (Sponsored by the Assembly on Literature for Adolescents–
NCTE/ALAN) 



 
The two-day ALAN Workshop will continue in its tradition of celebrating the very best of young adult 
literature and providing participants the opportunity to meet today's authors for teens. Early career and 
award-winning writers, representing diverse backgrounds and literary genres, engage in individual, paired, 
and panel discussions and meet face-to-face with session participants. In addition, breakout sessions provide 
pedagogical and analytical perspectives on the teaching and use of young adult literature. Publishers provide 
funding for author appearances and supply participants with sample books from many participating authors. 
 
M.T. Anderson will deliver the keynote address at the Workshop, and Jacqueline Woodson will serve as the 
2011 ALAN Breakfast speaker.  Several fantastic authors will be speaking on Monday, including Angela 
Johnson, Walter Dean Myers, Richard Peck, Janet Tashjian, Sean Beaudoin, John Green, Matt de la Peña, 
Leslie Margolis, Wendy Mass, Sarah Weeks, Rita Williams-Garcia, Sarah Dessen, Lauren Myracle, Cheryl 
Rainfield, Andrew Smith, Paul Yee, Kazu Kibuishi, Maureen Johnson, Abby McDonald, and Laurie Halse 
Anderson.  The evening will conclude with a reception honoring the finalists for the Amelia Elizabeth Walden 
Award.  Tuesday will feature an equally impressive collection of authors, including Chris Crutcher, Cara Chow, 
Sharon Draper, J.L. Powers, Matthew Quick, Cassandra Clare, Jennifer Donnelly, Neal Schusterman, Coe 
Booth, B.A. Binns, Simone Elkeles, Stephanie Perkins, Sara Zarr, James Dashner, Megan McCafferty, Veronica 
Roth, Dom Testa, Katie Alender, Beth Fantaskey, Michelle Hodkin, Thanhha Lai, and David Levithan.  Space is 
limited to 500 participants. 
 
W.16  Leadership Matters (G) (Sponsored by the Conference on English Leadership) 
A Two-day Convention for Department Chairs, Lead Teachers, and Literacy Coordinators 
 
Leadership Matters, now more than ever before! Join the Conference on English Leadership for 
a dynamic and interactive leadership experience. Whether you are a department chair, lead 
teacher, literacy coach, curriculum leader, or administrator responsible for making decisions 
about literacy programs, you provide vital leadership every day. The 2011 CEL Conference in 
Chicago is your opportunity to interact first-hand with outstanding literacy leaders from across 
the country and to participate in cutting-edge workshops led by peers who will share practical 
and timely information for immediate use. The 2011 CEL Conference will offer a rich 
opportunity for us to learn from one another as we share successful efforts that have resulted in 
positive changes in literacy instruction, K-university. Join us for presentations by Dominic 
Bellmonte, Cathy Fleischer, Carol Jago, Pat Mora, Steve Zemelman, Marilyn Halprin, Mawi 
Aesgedom, and Kylene Beers! Engage in sessions that provide practical approaches to working 
with the Common Core standards, making assessment work for you, navigating a world of new 
technology, launching new and innovative curriculum, and stepping up to leadership positions in 
your school or district. Learn more about publication through CEL and about exciting mentoring 
programs that are available for emerging leaders. Join colleagues for a trip to the Chicago 
Shakespeare Theater, facilitated dinners in downtown Chicago, and casual social hours. CEL 
Chicago 2011 offers exceptional opportunities whether you are a veteran CEL member or a first 
time attendee. So what are you waiting for? We can’t wait to see you in Chicago! 
 
Leadership Matters, now more than ever before! Join the Conference on English Leadership for 
the 2011 CEL conference in Chicago where you’ll interact with national literacy leaders and K-
university colleagues who will provide practical approaches to working with the Common Core 
standards, making assessment work for you, navigating a world of new technology, launching 
new and innovative curriculum, and stepping up to leadership positions in your school or district. 
If you are a literacy leader, you need CEL!   


